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Cover Pictures
Images from the start of Project Front Foot’s tenth season in Mumbai and beyond.

Project Front Foot (UK)
Sort & Pack Ten
The goal of the sort and pack process is to divide the kit so that PFF can support as many projects,
schools and villages as possible, while responding to our partners’ distinct kit requirements. For
instance, the Dharavi Cricket Academy’s allocation contained enough variety of kit to see the U12,
U14 and U16 squads through the entire 2018-2019 season.
Further provision was made to support projects involving the development of women’s cricket in and
around Mumbai through our friends at Female Cricket. The remaining equipment – plastic wicket sets,
bats and balls – was destined for our Rural Schools Initiative. The latter supplemented by further kit
bought at source in Mumbai.

Undaunted by grey skies and the threat of rain we requisitioned both sides of basecamp’s double
garage along with an entire forecourt, wall and lawn. And so - to the bemusement of a procession of
dog walkers - it began. Team PFF (Tim, Ron, Fred & Vic) toiled for 7 hours to sort and pack the plethora
of kit; no easy task given a chill September Friday beset by high winds and heavy showers. By late
afternoon, however, all was safely gathered in with only the inventory to type.

PFF Picture Archive
Part of our kit collections a decade ago took us to a sporting goods company on the south coast. The
first box we opened on returning to basecamp had, written on the side in black felt tip, Lacrosse and
Netball tops. No problem. At the very least they’d double as T20 shirts. Looking more closely at the
tops we discovered the letter B and then, on the back of the collar, the name Benenden.

An independent boarding school, Benenden
occupies a Victorian mansion, set in 240
acres of parkland, manicured gardens and
woodland in the Weald of Kent. Living,
learning, sporting and leisure facilities are
clustered around the original 19th-century
mansion.

Notable former pupils include Anne Princess Royal, Princess Royal of Jordan, Lady Victoria Hervey,
Rachel Weisz and Lady Manningham-Buller. Not a bad top order. The Benenden tops were placed that
autumn with kids from the Oscar Foundation and sported proudly around Dharavi slum by their
football and martial arts players. PFF twinned with Benenden? Now there’s a thought.

Kit 4 France
Far from withdrawing from all things European, Project Front Foot continues to actively encourage
partnership. In late August, first via a representative of the UK Refugee Council, and then through
Afghan Connection (www.afghanconnection.org) we emailed and spoke with Jonathan in France. His
local side had recently played against a team drawn entirely from Afghan refugees. A competitive
encounter, the only downside was that the Afghan players had absolutely no kit of their own. They do
now! Jonathan arrived at project basecamp on the morning we packed for Mumbai and took a
selection of kit that will make a huge difference next season. We hope to have pictures of the kit
handover in our November newsletter. Once again, PFF reaching those communities that others
cannot.

Front Foot Forum
A decision on the current project format and the likely future direction of this niche charity will be
made in November following our return from Mumbai.
PFF trustees wish to thank the following who donated much needed funds during August and
September: Jennifer & Jon Goodwin-Bresslaw, Alan Fraser and Martin Moore.
For more details and pictures of Project Front Foot’s work in October please click on our Facebook
page at www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/.

Project Front Foot (India)
Passage to India
Three men, three trolleys, seven bags + two carry-ons; we held all the appearance of a Darwin-Alice
Springs road train as we approached check-in at Heathrow’s Terminal 5. Calm amid the growing chaos,
British Airways could not have been more helpful. Huge thanks to Laura and her Community
Investment team and to Sadath at check-in; sincere thanks, too, to Tim and Ron for helping transport
the kit to Heathrow.

Contrary to expectations, life was equally rosy in Mumbai where a first ever e-visa allowed a speedy
passage into baggage reclaim. All seven arrived promptly thanks to priority stickers and surprisingly
minus the dreaded yellow chalk crosses. The latter being Customs code for ‘ello ‘ello ‘ello, what ‘ave
we ‘ere then? Instead of which, porters, trolleys, bags and myself simply strolled through the Nothing
to Declare channel as if a sunny Sunday in Calais. So different to my arrival in February when I’d been
hauled off to open bags, produce inventory, letters of introduction, and generally smile and talk my
way into Mumbai.
As a consequence it took just 45 minutes (a
new Indian all-comers record) from BA199
touching down to walking out onto the
airport concourse. Extraordinary! Ravi
arrived five minutes later + off-sider + cab
and we managed (just) to cram all seven bags
(three on the roof), two carry-on and four
adults into the vehicle for the journey to
Matunga. As ever, our route took us along 60
Feet Road and through a crowded lunchtime
Dharavi before arriving at my temple eyrie;
home and PFF basecamp for the next five
weeks.

Dharavi Cricket Academy
Season Ten
The new season for the Dharavi Cricket Academy – our TENTH! – began on Tuesday 30 October.
Ongoing construction work around the Indian Gymkhana plus the havoc from the recent monsoon
saw the opening sessions transferred to the nearby GSB ground. A minor inconvenience as kids and
coaches soon got into their work. The first session also saw the handover of the new season’s kit.

Coaching Format
Our coaching schedule remains unchanged from last season. We continue to coach three days a week
– Tuesday, Thursday and Friday – during the October to May season; morning sessions are from 07.30
to 09.00 and afternoons from 16.30 to 18.00. As in previous years, fitness tests will be conducted for
all age groups at both the beginning and end of the season. One to one player-coach discussions will
be held mid-season to chart the players’ progress along with information on nutrition. The much
coveted Player of the Month awards will continue along with an end of season function in Dharavi
where the Player of the Season will be announced. Our coaches will be arranging competitive matches
each month during the season, one for each age group and, where possible, to enter Dharavi Cricket
Academy sides in local tournaments. The intake for the 2018-2019 season was set at 60 children.

Diwali Delight
Keen to enter into the Diwali spirit PFF gave each of the Dharavi children a new Kwik Kricket T-shirt as
part of the celebrations along with samosas at the session’s end.

Rural Schools Initiative
While the Dharavi Cricket Academy remains our flagship project, there is little doubt that the growth
area within Project Front Foot has been our Rural Schools Initiative. During October, with the help of
various partners, we were able to deliver kit packages to an unprecedented number of schools and
communities.
With resources scarce in the education system, books must always come before bats and balls. In
providing kit packages of plastic wicket sets, bats and balls, we try to bridge that gap between work
and play, in the process assisiting the all-round development of young children.

Kit 4 Kids
A huge thank you to Mehul and his team at Ghanashyam Sports in Matunga who again played a
significant part in making PFF’s time in Mumbai such a roaring success. Not only did Mehul guide us
through the difficult waters of purchasing equipment, but his staff also attached colourful rubber grips
to recycled bats in need of a little TLC.

Mehul initially stored the four huge boxes of kit in his warehouse before organising a cab which took
two trips to ferry it from store to temple. In between time, his shop proved a bolthole to escape the
heat and idle away a little air-conditioned time over coffee and sporting chat.

Lions Club of Dahisar
Tuesday 9 October. 05.30. Mumbai still dark. Volume of traffic dictates that village visits to the north
of the state require an early start; sound tactics, yet it still came as a shock to the system. Undaunted,
if a tad bleary-eyed, Ramu and I took a cab to Mani’s in Chembur to collect breakfast along with leading
Lion, JNS Murthy. Our journey took us along a tried and tested route to the southern reaches of
Palghar district a hundred kilometres north. Prior to some serious off-road driving we met with Lioness
Saraswati who was our contact for the morning’s three junior schools. The second and third of which,
tiny in comparison with some we’ve visited, had registers of barely fifty kids. A fun, hot, sticky, bumpy,
crickety sort of a morning; and yet another example of Project Front Foot (give or take the odd scraped
undercarriage) reaching those kids and communities that others cannot.

Byramjee Jeejeebhoy Home for Children
Project Front Foot has long been a
supporter of this Matunga
orphanage. This cooperation has
seen us not only donate kit, but
also undertake some lively
coaching sessions over the years.
To this end we were delighted to
donate sixty Kwik Kricket T-shirts
and two dozen play balls in early
October. There was something of
a return to the colours for PFF too
as I agreed to coach and play a
little cricket with the kids over the
final three Sundays of my stay,
thereby offering India the chance
of a little revenge for the recent
Test series.
To break the ice that first session
I took along a bag of assorted kit:
the helmet was a big hit with
wicket-keeping and batting
gloves not far behind; a thigh
pad proved something of a
mystery; while we had to rescue
a couple of kids who got stuck in
the batting pads. Ice well and
truly broken we moved onto
some batting and bowling basics
before some catching and
throwing exercises. Warm work,
but an awful lot of fun.

Galaxy Surfactants
Wednesday 24 October saw PFF’s final road trip of the visit; a traffic congested hack north to the
southern reaches of Tarapur and a frenetic kit handover that included SIX! rural schools amid
temperatures in the nervous nineties. With Ramakant joining Ramu, Chand and me at Borivali we
navigated a plethora of flyovers and toll booths before reaching the open road. Chand then went into
overdrive happy to use all three lanes and generally lay waste to anything resembling the Highway
Code before picking up the last member of our party, Mr Satawee. Having displayed admirable F1 skills
on the drive up, Chand now became more circumspect as the roads became narrow and more
monsoon rutted. When not skirting potholes there was also the small matter of farm animals to avoid.
It was well worth the effort, though, as we were met by welcoming committees of teachers and pupils
at each of the schools.

Santa Cruz
During the visit to Mumbai earlier in
the year I was introduced to
Mahesh who runs a small NGO in a
Santa Cruz slum. Impressed by his
drive and determination PFF
donated bats, balls and wicket sets
for the community kids. Keen to
again support this enterprise we
donated thirty Kwik Kricket T-shirts
and half-a-dozen tennis balls.
Thanks to Mahesh for sending the
picture opposite of kids and kit
ready for action.

Sport among the Salt Pans
Motor out along the Eastern Express Highway to Tata Nagar, Bhandup (E) and you’ll find one of
Mumbai’s best kept secrets: 500 acres of salt pans along with a mangrove forest. Filter off the highway
onto the service road, take one of the few left turns, and you’ll come across the Vidyadhiraja High
School & Jr. College. Built on reclaimed land, the school has around 550 pupils (65% from nearby
slums) with an age range from 3 to 18 years.

With no government funding, the staff take only 25% of their salary in order to keep this unique
teaching establishment running. The school website (www.vidyadhirajamumbai.org) choruses Give Us
Your Child & Get Back A Worthy Citizen. To this end, Principal Mrs. Jayashree Raveendran explained
that sport and cultural activities are given just as much time and merit as academic subjects. To assist
their sporting programme we were delighted to donate a bag of kit consisting of wickets, bats and
balls.

Karnataka High School Chembur
I was so impressed by the students and staff of the Karnataka HS during the visit in March that I vowed,
if possible, to return with more kit. Once again, the students didn’t let us down. The boys (being boys)
soon settled for bowling as quickly as they could and hitting the ball as far as possible which, in the
world’s largest democracy, is their every good right. The girls, in contrast, had certain key decisions to
make before play. Pigtails: to be worn under or outside the helmet? And hemlines: over the pad or
tucked inside? A consensus reached they took to bat and ball with no little talent and huge smiles. The
next half-hour proved the most entertaining and amusing of the entire trip.

Work in Progress
With just five weeks on the ground, and a huge amount of kit to distribute, it was obvious that Project
Front Foot would not be able to participate at every handover of donated kit. To this end, we left bats,
balls and wicket sets with various partners to place on our behalf: the South Indian Education Society
has kit for three village visits, while JNS Murthy and the Lions Club of Dahisar have further school
excursions planned for the coming weeks.

In similar vein, Vishal and Srinath at Female Cricket plan to distribute two bags of PFF kit to
communities during weekends throughout the autumn. Meanwhile, our friends at Galaxy have several
kit packages for schools in and around Navi Mumbai. By the time this kit has been delivered we’ll have
supported close to fifty schools, orphanages, and village communities; making this visit our most
successful ever!
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And finally ….
I’m not altogether sure what a Communications
Hub is, or whether mine qualifies, but it certainly
felt like it during October with emails whizzing
around Mumbai and to all points of the globe.
One reason I suspect my hub doesn’t qualify is
that it mainly consisted of a can of LYNX Africa
deodorant propping up my laptop cable. This
quirky make do and mend approach was the
result of a ‘no can no current’ situation. The card
above the socket depicts The Lord of Seven Hills
and His Consorts; none of whom look
particularly impressed with my Communications
Hub. All the same, a very Indian solution to a
very Indian problem.

Vic Mills. Berkshire. November 2018.

